Fuelwood Product Range Overview

Fuelwood (Warwick) Ltd design, manufacture, distribute and service professional machinery for the high volume production of kindling wood and firewood for both small and large commercial applications. Using Fuelwood’s own industry leading innovative designs, we supply an international base of dealers and end user customers in the forestry, arboriculture, woodland and other tree management markets. In addition to our own manufactured Fuelwood branded range, we are also the sole UK importers of complementary forestry machinery from some of the world’s leading manufacturers.

Products UK designed & manufactured by Fuelwood

- **Transaw 350 XL**
  - Semi-automatic Firewood Processor

- **Kindlet 200 & Kindlet Pro**
  - Fully Automatic Kindling Wood Machines

- **Fuelwood Factory inc. Woodcutta 400**
  - Fully Automatic Firewood Machine

- **Elevator**
  - 4.5 Metre Conveyor
  - Designed Specifically for Firewood

- **Splitta 360 & Splitta 400**
  - Fully Automatic Logs and Kindling Machine
  - ideal for Bagging

- **Log Cleana**
  - Log Cleaning Device, freestanding to suit most firewood machines

- **Fuelwood Bagging Systems**
  - Manual Bagga, Rotabagga, Tilt Tray Bagga & X-Frame Bagga
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Imported & distributed machines

**Japa – Firewood Processors**
Internationally recognised for excellence in the design and manufacture of firewood processors. Models: 305, 305 Off Road, 700, 355, 385, Skidding Grapple, Log Rack, Timber Processing Decks, Log Cleaner, Log Lifter, Sawdust Extractor

**Heizohack – Woodchip Chippers**

**Lucas Mill – Timber Milling Machines**
Targeting small and medium forestry operators globally with versatile and cost effective portable sawmills. Models: Lucas Mill 4-6, Lucas Mill 618, Lucas Mill 830, Lucas Mill 1030

**AMR – Heavy Duty Log Splitters & Saws**
Focusing on heavy duty professional log splitters and automatic saws to meet the most demanding of applications. Models: Various Log Splitters, Tilting Sawbench, Roller Table Sawbench, Tilting Table Sawbench, Circular Saws, Mechanical Winches

**Mowi – Cranes & Trailers**
World’s leading design of crane specifically for forestry conditions. Unrivalled speed, flexibility, quality and ease of operation. Models: 1050, 1050 WD, 1250, 1250 WD, 650, 850, P30 Crane